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TUESDAYS
Time

Class

Ages

Description

6:30pm - 7:15pm

Tiny Ballet

3-5

This class is designed to enhance your dancers motor, listening and social skills
through dance activities and basic Ballet technique.

6:30pm-7:30pm

Ballet /Jazz Combo

6-9

This class is a combination of both Ballet Technique and Jazz Technique Fused
together in one powerful hour.

6:30pm-7:30pm

Technique Power Hour

10-18

7:20pm-8:05pm

Mini Hip Hop

5-7

This class is geared towards elementary aged children. In this class we will
introduce basic music listening skills, body movement, and fun! We offer a safe space
where they can explore rhythm and range of motion while enjoying being a kid with
appropriate music and movement. .

7;30pm - 8:30pm

Hip Hop (Open Level)

8-11

Hip-hop dance is a vibrant form of dance that combines a variety of freestyle
movements to create a cultural piece of art. This class will focus on rhythm, fluid and
precise movement.

7:30pm-8:30pm

Afro Modern

12-18

This class is a mixture of African and Modern dance with a fresh new contemporary
twist. This class is set for the intermediate to advanced dancer but we welcome all
levels.

This class is a mixture of Ballet and Jazz Techniques. It will focus on dancers
flexibility, fine tune basics and work to master progressions plus more. This class is
great for both the new and experienced dancer.

THURSDAYS
Time

Class

Ages

Description

6:30pm - 7:15pm

Tiny Tumbling

3-5

This class will focus on stamina, muscle strength, flexibility and creative
movement for our little dancers.

6:30pm-7:30pm

Hip Hop (Open Level)

11-18

Hip-hop dance is a vibrant form of dance that combines a variety of
freestyle movements to create a cultural piece of art. This class will focus
on rhythm, fluid and precise movement.

6:30pm-7:30pm

Acro Prep - Beginner Acro

6-10

This class will focus on stamina, muscle control and flexibility. Acro Prep
will prepare dancers to move into beginner Acrobatics. Beginner Acro
dancers will work on improving their fusion of dance technique , agility and
strength.

7:30pm-8:30pm

Tap Technique
(Adv. Beginner- Intermediate)

7-10

Tap dancers have the unique ability to be musicians and dancers at the
same time. Tap improves your rhythm , balance , core control and more!

7:30pm - 8:30pm

Stretch -n- Acro Refresher

11-18

Keep up with your technique with this stretch and acro refresher course.
Stay limber and progress even in the off season.

